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Abstract 
 
In this article the homotopy analysis method (HAM) is used to find a numerical solution for the nonlinear diffusion 
equation with convection term. The numerical results obtained by using this method compared with the exact solution, 
by solving numerical example shows that (HAM) is accurate and close to the exact solution.  
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1. Introduction 

Nonlinear partial differential equations are useful in describing the various phenomena in many disciplines. Apart of a 
limited number of these problems, most of them do not have a precise analytical solution, so these nonlinear equations 
should be solved using approximate methods. In 1992, Shijun Liao employed the basic ideas of the homotopy in 
topology to propose a general analytic method for nonlinear problems, namely homotopy analysis method (HAM) [1, 2] 
and then modified it, step by step [3-5]. This method has been successfully applied to solve many types of nonlinear 
problems by convergence others [6-12]. This method doesn't depend upon any small or large parameters and is valid for 
most nonlinear models [13]. HAM is different from all previous numerical methods, it contains a certain auxiliary 
parameter h, which provides us with a simple way to adjust and control the convergence region of solution series 
[14].The main goal of this paper is to find the approximate solution of the nonlinear diffusion equation with convection 
term by the homotopy analysis method that has already been successfully applied to several nonlinear problems. 

2. Mathematical Model 

The general nonlinear diffusion equation with convection and source terms is: �� = (�(������	 + 	
(���� + �(��																																																																																																																																																		(1� 
Where � = �(, �� is the unknown function and �	(�� is the given diffusion coefficient 
	(��	and	�	(�� are 
respectively the convection and source terms they are arbitrary smooth functions on	�. The indices t and x denotes 
differentiating with respect to the variables. The study of solution of this problem has over the years attracted the 
interest of many researches. Chemiha and Serov (see [15]) considered the lie and non-lie symmetries of non linear 
diffusion with convection term. 
These types of equation arise in several important physical applications including engineering[16], physics[17], the 
theory of chemical reactions[18], and biology[19]. 
taking  �	(�� = �, 
	(�� = ��, ���	�	(�� = ��(� − ��(� + �� in equation (1), we will get the following model of 
nonlinear diffusion equation with convection term 
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�� = ���� + 	���� + ��(� − ��(� + ��																																																																																																																																									(2� 
with the initial condition  �(, 0� = �(�		,										� ≤  ≤ �																																																																																																																																																							(3� 
Where  a, b, c, k, �, ���	�	 are arbitrary constants. 
In this article, we will apply homotopy analysis method to approximate solution of the equation (2). 
 

3. Main Idea of Homotopy Analysis Method  

To describe the main ideas of the HAM, we consider the following differential equation:[20] $%�(, ��& = 0,																																																																																																																																																																																							(4� 
Where N is a nonlinear operator, x and t denote the independent variables, and �(, �� is an unknown function. By 
means of generalizing the traditional homotopy method, Liao (see [1-2]).construct the so-called zeroth-order 
deformation equation (1 − (�)%∅(, �; (� − �,(, ��& = (ℏ.(, ��$%/(, �; (�&,																																																																																																									(5�  
where (	 ∈ 	 %0, 1&	denote the so-called embedding parameter, ћ ≠ 0 is an auxiliary parameter, and L is an auxiliary 
linear operator.  
The HAM is based on a kind of continuous mapping  �(, �� → /(, �; (� ,	/(, �; (�is an unknown function,	�,(, �� 
is an initial guess of �(, �� ,and .(, �� denotes a non-zero auxiliary function. It is obvious that when the embedding 
parameter ( = 0, and ( = 1 equation (5) becomes:  /(, �; 0� = �,(, ��, /(, �; 1� = �(, ��																																																																																																																																																																																(6� 
respectively. Thus as	( increases form 0 to1, the solution /(, �; (� varies from the initial guess �,(, �� to the solution �(, �� In topology, this kind of variation is the called deformation, equation (5) construct the homotopy /(, �; (�, and 
equation (5) is called the zero-deformation equation. 
Having the freedom to choose the auxiliary parameter ћ, the auxiliary function	.(, ��, the initial  approximation 	�,(, ��, and the auxiliary linear operator L, we can assume that all of them are properly chosen so that the solution /(, �; (� of the zero-order deformation Equation (5) exists for 0 ≤ ( ≤ 1.  
 Expanding /(, �; (� in the Taylor series with respect to p, one has  

/(, �; (� = �,(, �� + 6 �7(, ��(78
79: 	,																																																																																																																																								(7� 

Where 

�7(, �� = 1<!	 >?7/(, �; (�?(7 @A9, 																																																																																																																																																							(8� 
Assume that the auxiliary parameter ћ, the auxiliary function .(, ��, the initial approximation �,(, �� and the 
auxiliary linear operator L are so properly chosen that the  series (7) converges at ( = 1 , and  

/(, �; 1� = �,(, �� + 6 �7(, ��	,8
79: 																																																																																																																																														(9� 

Which must be one of the solutions of the original nonlinear equation, as proven by Liao 2009 (see [21]) as ћ = −1 and .(, �� = 1 equation (5) becomes:  (1 − (�)%∅(, �; (� − �,(, ��& + ($%/(, �; (�& = 0							,																																																																																																								(10� 
This is mostly used in the homotopy perturbation method (see [22]). 
According to definition (9), the governing equation and the corresponding initial condition of �7(, �� can be deduced 
form the zero-deformation equation (5). Define the vectors �DEF(, �� = G�,(, ��, �:(, ��, �H(, ��, … , �F(, ��J	,																																																																																																																	(11� 
Differentiating equation (5) m times with respect to the embedding parameter p and then dividing them by	<! and 
finally setting	( = 0, we have the so-called  mth-order deformation equation:  
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)%�7(, �� − K7�7L:(, ��& = ℏ	.(, ��ℜ7(�DE7L:�,																																																																																																																	(12� 
Where 

ℜ7(�DE7L:� = 	 1(< − 1�!	 >?7L:$%/(, �; (�&?(7L: @A9, 			,																																																																																																																					(13� 
and 

K7 = N0, < ≤ 11, < > 1> 																																																																																																																																																																										(14� 
It should be emphasized that �7(, ���PQ	< ≥ 1 is governed by the linear equation (12) with linear boundary 
conditions that comes from the original problem, which can be easily solved by the symbolic computation software 
such as Maple, Mathematica and Matlab. 
  
 
4. Approximate solution to the nonlinear diffusion equation with convection 

term by (HAM)   
 
To find the approximate solution to the equation (2), according to the style of the solution and the initial condition, we 
choose the linear operator as  

)%/(, �; (�& = ?/(, �; (�?� 																																																																																																																																																															(15� 
With the property: )%�& = S																																																																																																																																																																																																	(16� 
Where c is constant, and assume that the inverse LUL: exists and is defined as: 

LUL: = V (. �dtU
, 																																																																																																																																																																																						(17� 

Now, we define a nonlinear operator as: 

$%/(, �; (�& = ?/(, �; (�?� − � ?H/(, �; (�?H − �/(, �; (� ?/(, �; (�?  

																																	−�/(, �; (�%(/(, �; (� − ��(/(, �; (� + ��&																																																																																											(18� 
Using the above definition, we construct the  zeroth-order deformation equation:  (1 − (�)%∅(, �; (� − �,(, ��& = (ℏ.(, ��$%/(, �; (�&																																																																																																								(19�  ( = 0, and  ( = 1 , we can write /(, �; 0� = �,(, ��,					���		/(, �; 1� = �(, ��																																																																																																																								(20� 
Thus, we obtain the <�Y order deformation equations )%�7(, �� − K7�7L:(, ��& = ℏ	.(, ��	ℜ7(�DE7L:�																																																																																																																	(21�  
Now, the solution of the <�Yorder deformation equations are �7(, �� = K7�7L:(, �� + ℏ	.(, ��)L:%	ℜ7(�DE7L:�&			, �PQ	< ≥ 1, ���	.(, �� = 1																																																			(22� 
ℜ7(�DE7L:� = ?�7L:(, ��?� − � ?H�7L:(, ��?H − � 6 �Z(, ��7L:

Z9,
?�7L:LZ(, ��?  

																										−� [\6 �7L:LZ(, ��6�](, ��Z
]9, �ZL](, ��7L:

Z9, ^ − �H�7L:(, ��_																																																																	(23� 
Put m=1, equation (22) becomes: �:(, �� = ℏ	)L:%	ℜ:(�DE,�&																																																																																																																																																																(24� 
and equation (23) becomes: 
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ℜ:(�DE,� = ?�,(, ��?� − � ?H�,(, ��?H − ��,(, �� ?�,(, ��? − �`�,a(, �� − �H�,(, ��b																																																							 
																= 0 − � ?H�,(, ��?H − ��,(, �� ?�,(, ��? − �`�,a(, �� − �H�,(, ��b																																																																	(25� 
Substituting equations (25) and initial approximation �,(� in equation (24), to obtain a first approximation �:(, �� as 
follows: 

�:(, �� = ℏVc−� ?H�,(, d�?H − ��,(, d� ?�,(, d�? − �%�,a(, d� − �H�,(, d�&e�
, �d 

�:(, �� = ℏc−� fghi(�,��f�g − ��,(, �� fhi(�,��f� − �`�,a(, �� − �H�,(, ��be �																																																																				(26�           
)j�			k:(, �� = ℏl−� ?H�,(, ��?H − ��,(, �� ?�,(, ��? − �`�,a(, �� − �H�,(, ��bm																																																		(27� 
so			�:(, �� = k:(, ���																																																																																																																																																																					(28� 
Put m=2, equation (22) becomes: �H(, �� = �:(, �� + ℏ	)L:%	ℜH(�DE:�&																																																																																																																																												(29� 
and equation (23) becomes: 

ℜH(�DE:� = ?�:(, ��?� − � ?H�:(, ��?H − � c�,(, �� ?�:(, ��? + �:(, �� ?�,(, ��? e
− � p3�:(, ���,H(, �� − �H�:(, ��q																																																																																																										(30� 

Substituting equation (28) in equation (30), we get: 

ℜH(�DE:� = ??� %k:(, ���& − � ?H?H %k:(, ���& − � c�,(, �� ?? %k:(, ���& + %k:(, ���& ?�,(, ��? e− �`3%k:(, ��(, ���&�,H(, �� − �H%k:(, ���&b 
																= k:(, �� − � ?Hk:(, ��?H � − � c�,(, �� ?k:(, ��? � + k:(, ��� ?�,(, ��? e− �`3k:(, ����,H(, �� − �Hk:(, ���b																																																																																																							(31� 
Substituting equations (28) and (31) in equation (29), to obtain the second order approximation �H(, �� as follows: 

�H(, �� = k:(, ��� + V rk:(, d� − � ?Hk:(, d�?H �>�
, − � c�,(, d� ?k:(, d�? d + >k:(, d� ?�,(, d�? de> 

																																																−�%3k:(, d��,H(, d�d > −�Hk:(, d�d&s �d 
�H(, �� = k:(, ��(1 + ℏ�� + ℏ	 r−� ?Hk:(, ��?H > − � c�,(, �� ?k:(, ��? > + >k:(, �� ?�,(, ��? e	 
																																																																> − � p3k:(, ���,H(, �� − �Hk:(, ��qs �H2 																																																														(32� ⋮ 
By the same way we can continue, 
Then the approximate solution of equation (2) by HAM is:  

�(, �� = �,(, �� + 6 �7(, ��	8
79: = �,(, �� + �:(, �� + �H(, �� + ⋯																																																																												(33� 
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5. Numerical Example 
 
We will apply homotopy Analysis method (HAM) to solve the nonlinear diffusion equation with convection term, and 
present numerical results to verify the effectiveness of this method, we take the following example: 
Consider the following nonlinear diffusion equation with convection term. [23] ?�?� = � ?H�?H + �� ?�? + �H9� �(� − ��(� + ��																																																																																																																															(34� 
With the initial condition 

 

�(, 0� = � v−1 + �:jwx�ay z
1 + �:jwx�ay + �Hjwx�{y 																																																																																																																																																							(35� 

 

and boundary conditions 

�(0, �� = �(−1 + �:�1 + �: + �Hjwgxg�:Hy 		 , ���		�(1, �� = � v−1 + �:jwxayz
1 + �:jwxay + �Hjwgxg�:Hy |wx{y 																																																																															(36� 

 

Where a ≠ 0, b, k,	�: and �H are arbitrary constants. 

The exact solution of the above example have been derived by Andrei D. Polyanin and Valentin F. Zaitsev. [23] 

�(, �� = � v−1 + �:jwx�ay z
1 + �:jwx�ay + �Hjwgxg�:Hy |wx�{y 																																																																																																																																													(37� 

In our work, we used Matlab software for computations �:(, ��	���	�H(, �� and we calculated as follows:  

�,(, �� = � v−1 + �:jwx�ay z
1 + �:jwx�ay + �Hjwx�{y  

�:(, �� = ℏ�H�a��Hjwx�{y v−1 + �:jwx�ay z
12�(1 + �:jwx�ay + �Hjwx�{y �H 																																																																																																																																					(38� 

�H(, �� = ℏ�H�a��Hjwx�{y v−1 + �:jwx�ay z
12�(1 + �:jwx�ay + �Hjwx�{y �H + ℏH�H�Hjwx�{y �a� v−1 + �:jwx�ay z

288�H(1 + �:jwx�ay + �Hjwx�{y �a v24� − �H�H� + 24��:jwx�ay >	 
																												+24��Hjwx�{y − �H�H��:jwx�ay + >�H�H��Hjwx�{y z																																																																																																	(39� 
Then the approximate solution of second-order is: 

�(, �� = �,(, �� + 6 �7(, ��	,H
79:  

														= �,(, �� + �:(, �� + �H(, ��																																																																																																																																									(40� 
 

The results obtained HAM is tabulated in the following tables, followed by their figures and comparisons  
for  �: = �H = 1 and		a = b = k = 0.2   
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Fig. 1: Shows the Exact solution 

 
Fig. 2: Shows the (HAM)  solution �PQ	ℏ = −1 

 
 

  
Fig. 3: Shows The comparison between Exact and (HAM)  

for  �: = �H = 1 and		a = b = k = 0.2,t=0.9,	ℏ=−1   

Fig. 4: Zoom for comparison between  Exact and (HAM ) solutions 
at      0.9999999999 ≤  ≤ 	1				,				t = 0.9 , 	ℏ = −1 

 

 
Fig. 5: The ℏ − curves	at	(x, t� = (0.5,0.5�  
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Table 1: The results of Exact solution and (HAM) with different values of  ℏ , for 0 ≤ 	x	 ≤ 1, 0 ≤ 	t	 ≤ 1 
Space 

(x) 
Time 

(t) 
Exact 

Solution 
HAM ℏ = −�. � 

HAM ℏ = −� 
HAM ℏ = −�. � 

0.2 

0 0.00088888230459014945344 0.00088888230459014923659 0.00088888230459014923659 0.00088888230459014923659 

0.2 0.00088884279841732881811 0.00088884319363704406263 0.00088884279841728956999 0.00088884319328587542419 

0.4 0.00088880329048889928668 0.00088880408126170600599 0.00088880329048858703646 0.00088880407985703177749 

0.6 0.00088876378080509537208 0.00088876496746413539193 0.00088876378080404152757 0.00088876496430361818808 

0.8 0.00088872426936615093671 0.00088872585224433178677 0.00088872426936365315174 0.00088872584662563454752 

1 0.00088868475617230038507 0.00088868673560229562419 0.00088868475616742180056 0.00088868672682308107267 

0.8 

0 0.0035551342212948870876 0.0035551342212948866539 0.0035551342212948866539 0.0035551342212948866539 

0.2 0.0035549762492641853034 0.003554977829616510869 0.0035549762492640287447 0.0035549778282116810575 

0.4 0.0035548182702102681767 0.0035548214322485734151 0.0035548182702090204768 0.0035548214266292524344 

0.6 0.003554660284134072458 0.0035546650291910734248 0.003554660284129860983 0.0035546650165476016518 

0.8 0.0035545022910365335969 0.0035545086204440113319 0.0035545022910265511307 0.0035545085979667287099 

1 0.0035543442909185883442 0.0035543522060073871362 0.0035543442908990896187 0.0035543521708866327412 

1 

0 0.0044436215972679035668 0.0044436215972679035668 0.0044436215972679035668 0.0044436215972679035668 

0.2 0.0044434241717102220676 0.0044434261467558751335 0.0044434241717100269112 0.0044434261449997208837 

0.4 0.0044432267373729385229 0.0044432306891314214681 0.0044432267373713790065 0.0044432306821068044689 

0.6 0.0044430292942572212692 0.0044430352243945443053 0.0044430292942519589855 0.0044430352085891543223 

0.8 0.0044428318423642403773 0.0044428397525452401756 0.0044428318423517677155 0.0044428397244467704441 

1 0.0044426343816951667856 0.0044426442735835116812 0.0044426343816708043291 0.0044426442296796528342 

 
Table 2: The comparison of solutions using HAM with the Exact solution, for  0 ≤ x ≤ 1			, 0 ≤ 	t	 ≤ 1,	ℏ = −1 

Space 
(x) 

Time 
(t) 

Exact 
Solution 

HAM 
Solution 

Absolute 
Error 

0.2 

0 0.00088888230459014945344 0.00088888230459014923659 2.1684E-19 

0.2 0.00088884279841732881811 0.00088884279841728956999 3.9248E-17 

0.4 0.00088880329048889928668 0.00088880329048858703646 3.1225E-16 

0.6 0.00088876378080509537208 0.00088876378080404152757 1.0538E-15 

0.8 0.00088872426936615093671 0.00088872426936365315174 2.4978E-15 

1 0.00088868475617230038507 0.00088868475616742180056 4.8786E-15 

0.4 

0 0.0017777251049095330656 0.0017777251049095328488 2.1684E-19 

0.2 0.0017776460978309327216 0.0017776460978308544422 7.8279E-17 

0.4 0.0017775670872410367397 0.0017775670872404124561 6.2428E-16 

0.6 0.0017774880731403134952 0.0017774880731382066736 2.1068E-15 

0.8 0.0017774090555292311466 0.0017774090555242368777 4.9943E-15 

1 0.0017773300344082587198 0.0017773300343985032855 9.7554E-15 

0.6 

0 0.0026664889042949074631 0.0026664889042949070294 4.3368E-19 

0.2 0.0026663704068429711427 0.0026663704068428536152 1.1753E-16 

0.4 0.0026662519041238965344 0.0026662519041229602174 9.3632E-16 

0.6 0.0026661333961383857673 0.0026661333961352255348 3.1602E-15 

0.8 0.0026660148828871405371 0.0026660148828796504349 7.4901E-15 

1 0.0026658963643708642743 0.0026658963643562344839 1.4630E-14 

0.8 

0 0.0035551342212948870876 0.0035551342212948866539 4.3368E-19 

0.2 0.0035549762492641853034 0.0035549762492640287447 1.5656E-16 

0.4 0.0035548182702102681767 0.0035548182702090204768 1.2477E-15 

0.6 0.003554660284134072458 0.003554660284129860983 4.2115E-15 

0.8 0.0035545022910365335969 0.0035545022910265511307 9.9825E-15 

1 0.0035543442909185883442 0.0035543442908990896187 1.9499E-14 

1 

0 0.0044436215972679035668 0.0044436215972679035668 0 

0.2 0.0044434241717102220676 0.0044434241717100269112 1.9516E-16 

0.4 0.0044432267373729385229 0.0044432267373713790065 1.5595E-15 

0.6 0.0044430292942572212692 0.0044430292942519589855 5.2623E-15 

0.8 0.0044428318423642403773 0.0044428318423517677155 1.2473E-14 

1 0.0044426343816951667856 0.0044426343816708043291 2.4362E-14 
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6. Analysis of Results 
 
We first investigate the influence of the auxiliary parameter ℏ on the convergence of the series by plotting the so-
called	ℏ − curves. By (HAM), it is easy to discover the valid region of  ℏ , which corresponds to the line segments 
parallel to the horizontal axis (ℏ). 
To determine the valid region of the auxiliary parameter	ℏ, we plot the ℏ − curves		at (, �� = (0.5,0.5� as shown in 
Fig. 5, we found that the valid region for ℏ is (-1), i.e. when  ℏ = −1 we get the best solution of the HAM and it is 
observed that in Table 1, this fact has been pointed out by Liao [2]. 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper, the homotopy analysis method has been successfully applied for finding the approximate solutions of the 
nonlinear diffusion equation with convection term. From the present example, we seen the numerical results and 
absolute error |���y�� − ����|, the comparison between the (HAM) and the exact solution was made and it was found 
that (HAM) is closed to the exact solution , very accurate and effective as illustrated in Table 2 and Figs. 1-4 . 
 The (HAM) contains a certain auxiliary parameter which provides us with a simple way to adjust and control the 
convergence region and rate of convergence of the series solution as shown in Fig. 5. Hence, it may be concluded that 
(HAM) is powerful mathematical tool for solving nonlinear problems in science and engineering.  
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